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Very High Resolution
Spherical Panoramic Rendering

with Vue 6 Infinite

By Frédéric Louguet

Abstract

The purpose of this document is to describe a method of rendering high resolution spherical
panoramic images (360° field of vision) with Vue 6 Infinite. Such images can be visualized
with a free utility called FSP Viewer. A lot of computing power is needed for this kind of
project : hardware and network rendering aspects will also be discussed.
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1) The concept

1.1) What is a Spherical Panoramic Image ?

Spherical Panoramic Images (SPIs) are images showing a 360° (H) / 180° (V) field of vision.
Seen with traditional 2D display software, they look like this :

This scene will be used to illustrate all the aspects of SPI rendering in this document. The
image above is integrated in 1024 x 512 resolution in this PDF, but you can download the full
13 megapixels, 5120 x 2560 pixels version at http://renderfred.free.fr/V6I_Gallery.

When you view a SPI with a SPI-able viewer, like FSP Viewer
(www.fsoft.it/panorama/fspviewer.htm is highly recommended), you are able to move the
mouse and look all around you, above, and below. A very spectacular way to look at a scene !

1.2) SPI images peculiarities

For this kind of image to “work”, certain rules must be followed. First, the scene must show
something interesting everywhere when you rotate the camera. In most other scenes, it is
possible to cheat in a classic Hollywood-set style, by building only what will be seen through
the window of the virtual camera (most often, there is nothing behind it). But with a SPI
image, cheating is impossible ! When the camera is rotated around, you must have something
to show or the effect will be ruined. It means that it is necessary to take a great deal of time to
build an environment viewable at 360°. In the example scene, we are inside a room with a lot
of objects everywhere, to keep the eyes occupied

Also, SPI images must be rendered in very high resolutions to be of good quality in full
screen. The reason is, when you view an SPI in FSP Viewer (without moving the mouse),
only a small part of the total image is shown, but this small part will nonetheless fill the
screen or window. If the resolution is not sufficient, the resulting image will be blurry, with
big pixels. See the three examples below with 1024 x 512, 2048 x 1024 and 5120 x 2560
resolutions (the X resolution is always two times the Y resolution when you do SPIs).

http://renderfred.free.fr/V6I_Gallery
http://www.fsoft.it/panorama/fspviewer.htm
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And finally the 5120 x 2160 image :

If it is not possible to calculate very high resolution SPIs (because of time constraints or
memory limits), it is recommended to view them in a window and not in full screen. The
smaller the window, the sharper the image will be, and the higher the display performance
will be when moving the mouse to look around.
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1) How to do it

2.1) Vue render options for SPIs

To ask Vue 6 Infinite to render a SPI, you must open the Render Options window, check a
Render to screen or Render to disk destination, and check the Panoramic View and Spherical
render options on the right, as seen below.

2.2) Performance considerations

A 4096 x 2048 (8,3 megapixels) resolution, at least, is recommended for full screen SPIs. An
ideal resolution for most cases is 8192 x 4096 (33,5 megapixels), however with 2 GB-
equipped rendercows, the program is not able to cope with such a massive amount of pixels.

In this experiment, the maximum usable resolution (without crashing) was 5120 x 2560,
which proved to be enough to get a good quality. Still, there are 13 megapixels to render, and
rendering with very high quality settings (global radiosity, ultra render mode, soft lights +4.0)
takes a very long time... A good reason to use network rendering.
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2) Network rendering SPIs

3.1) Advantages and limits

For this project the renderfarm consisted of 13 PCs (rendering such an image on a single PC
can take weeks).

First, the bad news : multithreading is automatically disabled when rendering panoramic
images ! This is not a bug, but a limitation of the Vue 6 engine. It means that, when rendering
an SPI on a dual core machine, only 50% of the CPU power is used (and 25% if the PC is a
quad, etc). To optimize the render, you can however use the following workaround : create
several rendercows per render node, in order to use 100 % CPU on each machine.

3.2) The multiplication of the cows

For example, on dual core machines (e.g. Athlon 64 X2), it is possible to launch two
rendercows instances, each with a different IP port (5002 and 5003). Consider a loaded
rendercow (the small cow icon on the task bar). Right-click on the icon and choose Settings /
Port number. It will probably be set at 5002 (the default). Now launch a new rendercow,
you’ll get this message :

This is normal, as the second cow attempts to use the same IP port as the first one, which is
not possible. So, right-click on the second cow and change its port number to 5003. Then do
not forget to start this second cow (right-click on its icon again and choose Start…). Now you
have two cows on the same machine. However do not attempt to do this on a single core
computer, or on a P4 with Hyperthreading, as it will not give any benefit at all. This trick is
used here only on real multicores machines, and because the cow itself is not able to
multithread when doing a panoramic render. With non-panoramic renders (probably 99,9% of
your images), no need to do this, as the cow will happily use 100% CPU.

Obviously, this workaround works also on 4-core machines. On the HyperVue server used for
this project (a Dual Opteron 285 with 8 GB RAM running under Windows XP64), it was
possible to create 4 simultaneous rendercows on IP ports 5002, 5003, 5004 and 5005, each
using 25% of the total CPU power.

The drawback of this workaround is that you need a lot of memory, because the memory load
of the scene will be duplicated on each cow ! This is where a 64-bit operating system and the
64-bit version of Vue shine.

With the scene and the HyperVue server ready, it is time to click the render button !
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3.3) A 12 hours render

With this multiple rendercows per node setup, the HyperVue server can look like this :

As shown here, 13 machines are running a total of 21 rendercows. The 5120 x 2560 image
itself is subdivided by the HyperVue server in 100 tiles. Time to render each tile can vary
wildly : some are finished in 10 minutes, some need more than 5 hours. In this experiment, 98
tiles were done after 6 hours, but the remaining two alone needed another 6 hours. Those were
probably related to glassy objects in the scene (reflections + refractions + caustics + ultra
mode + highres + global radiosity = incredibly long render times). A suggestion to improve
this behavior would be for Vue to automatically subdivide the remaining last tiles into smaller
tiles, and feed those to all the rendercows. Maybe in a future version…

The resulting image can be downloaded at http://renderfred.free.fr/V6I_Gallery. A 12 hours
render may seem a lot, but it would have taken between 12 and 13 full days on a single
Pentium 4 @ 3.2 GHz.

3.4) Viewing SPIs with FSP Viewer

FSP Viewer (www.fsoft.it/panorama/fspviewer.htm) lets you display 360° SPIs in JPG
format. As you can see by reading its documentation, this is a user-friendly program. Do not
forget to use the SHIFT and CTRL keys to zoom in and out your picture, as it is often useful
to get a better view of details.

http://renderfred.free.fr/V6I_Gallery
http://www.fsoft.it/panorama/fspviewer.htm

